Client Testimonials:

Mediation Client Comments

- “It is not the mountain we conquer, but ourselves” Sir Edmund Hillary – “Thank you DRC for being our Sherpas.”
- “Thank you so much. With your help our team has become so much stronger.”
- “I learned a lot about myself. The one to one time with the mediators was helpful in learning how to communicate my thoughts and concerns appropriately to the other person.”

Training /Coaching Client Comments

- “I have taken numerous professional trainings and this is by far the best”
- “I loved how the instructor kept bringing the focus of trust back to an evaluation of self. That is what is missing in most training. Building trust in ourselves is the path to building it in others.”
- “I enjoyed the communication portion of the training; analyzing the different methods for getting to core issues of conflicts was particularly helpful. All of the activities and discussions were valuable.”
- “The activity about different conflict styles really identified an area where I need improvement. I feel like I now have the tools and language that will help.”

Meeting Facilitation

- “The facilitators did a great job of checking into our goals and working to make that happen.”
- “Very positive day! Great progress for our board.”
- “Successfully guided developing nonprofit board through complex organizational discussions to agreement on critical action items.”
- “Great facility as well as facilitators!”